**Faculty to vote on Latino minor**

By MELISSA FRAGNITO

Philadelphia Inquirer Staff Writer

Over the past few years, Latino studies at the University have been growing, said Logan, director of the Latin American Studies Department, a major and a minor.

"We have had an increase in Latino students," said Logan. "We have also had an increase in Latino faculty." But the University has admitted fewer and fewer Latino students, and who did come to the University, not many get to graduate.

But the School of Arts and Sciences Faculty Committee will vote on a proposal for a Latin American interdisciplinary major in early December, and Latino studies say that approving the minor could make the University an appealing place for Hispanic students.

"We will not admit Latino students, but we will help retain them," said Lisa Collins of the Latin American Studies Department.

"Many students want to study about their culture in the University setting, but they feel better about doing so," said Collins. "We have been working on this for some time." And Latin was the only language used to even consider the University as a possible place for them to transfer.

Please see MINOR, page 8

---

**Most grad schools at U. see a jump in applications**

**by STEPHEN DEGENNE**

Adrienne Adler spent her first two years at the University in a part-time job. She said, "I don't know if I am a part-time student, but I am a part-time job." She decided to enter graduate school at the University last year, noting the growing number of students who are finding the job search difficult, and are in turn applying to graduate school.

Most of the University's graduate schools and professional schools are receiving more applications than usual. The School of Environmental Studies, a major and minor, also said it received an increase.

Please see MINOR, page 8

---

**Six muggings hit U. area in 12 hr. period**

**by DAMON CHETSON**

Two men fitting the same description as the kangaroo robbers stopped two students and grabbed their belongings.

"We were walking on Walnut Street near First Street, and we were approached by two men, one of whom was carrying a six-inch knife," said one of the victims.

"As we were walking down the street, they stopped us and took our belongings," said the other.

The attacker had the victim's wallet, gave the wallet back, and said to run out to Mark's Square.

Nominations and Elections Committee members Yuna Young and Randy Brusinwick asked a freshmen advisor UA voting procedure as Jordan Horn casts her ballot outside the Quad yesterday.

Please see MUGGINGS, page 8

---

**Houston Hall gallery displays student's art**

**by SHELLEY TALIOB**

"Creation/Destruction," an art exhibit featuring works inspired by last year's war in the Middle East, is on display in Houston Hall.

"The exhibit, which features works by 10 University graduate students, is being held in the Student Gallery," said Liz Cedillo, president of the Pennsylvania Literary Society.

"It is an exhibition of 10 paintings, six ceramics, and nine prints. The works were divided by mood, with bright and colorful works filling one side of the gallery and darker colors filling the other side," said Cedillo.

Cedillo said that most of the works centers around the theme of violence and its destruction.

"We always have to remember that these students have to pay for their college education," said Cedillo.

Please see BILL, page 8

---

**Hogwash critiques Locust Walk plan**

**by MELISSA FRAGNITO**

The student organization Locust Alliance joined the list of groups expressing their disappointment over the University's plan to build a new building on Locust Walk.

"We are concerned about the removal of fraternalities from Locust Walk," said Locust Alliance's student spokesperson. "We are also concerned about the University's plan to build a new building on Locust Walk." But the University has not yet announced when the new building will be completed.

Please see BILL, page 8

---

**Inside**

**City, U. group strike deal on how to guarantee $900,000 loan**

**by EMILY CULBERTSON**

The city has reached an agreement with several non-profit organizations on how to guarantee the non-profit's $900,000 loan to the University.

"The city and the University have agreed on a plan to guarantee the loan," said a spokesperson for the city.

Please see LOAN, page 4

---

**Sports**

**Graduate School of Fine Arts student Brad Choyt displays his work to art aficionados**

Friday at the Houston Hall Bowl Room.

"I like to think about a big issue or question and try to answer it," said Choyt.

"I think about the idea of what they destroy," said Choyt.

"I think about the idea of what they destroy," said Choyt.

Please see BILL, page 8

---

**Bill would open crime blotters to public**

**by EMILY CULBERTSON**

"I am concerned about the safety of students," said one of the students.

"I am concerned about the safety of students," said one of the students.

Please see APPLICATIONS, page 8

---

**LGBA criticizes Locust Walk plan**

**by MELISSA FRAGNITO**

The student organization Locust Alliance joined the list of groups expressing their disappointment over the University's plan to build a new building on Locust Walk.

"We are concerned about the removal of fraternalities from Locust Walk," said Locust Alliance's student spokesperson. "We are also concerned about the University's plan to build a new building on Locust Walk." But the University has not yet announced when the new building will be completed.

Please see BILL, page 8
Starting Over

With little orientation and guidance, first-year graduate students find adjusting to the University an arduous task.

By LAURA SANTINI

For graduate students, it is a new beginning.

They come to the University armed with their undergraduate experience ready to pursue another degree. Yet graduate students often say that when they arrive at the University they are not greeted with open arms. Instead, they feel they must face the daunting challenges of adjusting to a new environment and a heavy workload with very little support from the University.

Many graduate students, unused to the ideas of city life, find living in Philadelphia very different. Just as they encounter some difficult parts of adjustment, they must also meet some difficult parts of orientation.

"Worrying about my safety and constantly pining where to walk more than anything else interfered with my happiness at this place," said Joan Silver-lund, a first-year PhD candidate in History and Sociology of Science. "I'm not used to being a prisoner in my own home after dark.

Graduate students said that in addition to adjusting to a new environment, they must also meet higher academic standards than in their undergraduate careers.

"I think of grad school more like a nine to five job than my graduate work to be dramatically different than that of undergraduate studies," said Weiner. "There is very little time for a social life."

Many of the problems graduate students face come from the fact that they have not been prepared for many of these challenges before they arrive at the University. First-year graduate students said that when they arrived here, there were very few爆炸 that helped them make the transition. David Shreibcr, a first-year Folklore PhD candidate, said that he was surprised to receive so little information before starting.

"They didn't say anything over the summer about what to expect," Shreibcr said. "They were really casual about it." Michael Goldstein, Graduate and Professional Students' Assembly representative and a first-year Wharton PhD candidate, said that for the incoming students, the first year was vastly improved this year, with a PhD lounge set up over that summer.

In addition, Deirdre Madden, director of Student Affairs, organized a fee, month-long calendar of events for first-year graduate students. Madden suggested that it begin with the department, my

Although administrators also said that they believe that graduate students must learn to cope with a heavier workload than they may have ever encountered.

"First year of grad school is the hardest academic year of their lives",
National Greek Teleconference to be held

By GAYLE HYND
Staff Correspondent
It's hard to get money from the University.
It takes proposals, requisition forms and bureaucratic maneuvering—and that's after a group has been guaranteed money from the Student Activity Fund, the Graduate Student Funding Agency and the University Fund.

But after last week's panel on Greek Systems at the Annenberg School, representatives from the Student Activities Council, the InterGreek Council and the undergraduate students' group will participate along with members of the Graduate Student Funding Agency and the undergraduate admissions.

The panelists, who are Greek alumni and operate a documentary on the racist murder of an Asian American and the failure of the U.S. Justice System with discussion to follow. The film, "The Asian American and the Failure of the U.S. Justice System," was screened last week in the Annenberg School.
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Forum on date rape held at St. A's

By ALISSA KAYE
Philadelphia Inquirer

When students hang out with their friends, whether they know it or not, they will more than likely be in the company of at least one sexual assault victim.

Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Woman Organized Against Rape representative, Demomated Monday that she began attending the Delta Phi Epsilon's acquaintance rape conference because she had left her remember the details.

Bill was the two-year long forum, which attracted about 150 University students and addressed the subject of acquaintance rape on campus and in the city. In addition to Mazzola, Dianne Granlund, Philadelphia's Chief of Rape Prosecution, and John Tilghman, the University's provost, were also present at the forum.

"There's always a need for education and increased awareness about these issues considering as many people are victimized," Mazzola said. "More people are being victimized, and we need to make students aware of this." Mazzola defined rape as any non-consensual sexual contact, with or without force.

Mazzola presented several rape statistics, including the fact that a rape occurs every six minutes. She also mentioned that attempted rape rates in college are double the rates in college.

"Several students that I know have been raped," Mazzola said. "But many students don't report the rape because they are afraid of the consequences." Mazzola said that when a male student student back in school, "He felt hard to believe stories at this point of education is as high in the U.S.," said James Barry, a first-year Wharton graduate student.

"One of the first things that happens in this country, where the rest of the education is low is enrollment in graduate school goes up," Barry said. "I'm very proud of the University's rat to attend an "external" program."

"I cannot believe the amount of acquaintance rape that goes on at this school," said Barry.

"There has been a movement away from the old generation," Barry said yesterday. "There's a new generation of people who want to make a difference."

And many students said they simply needed additional degrees to get the job they wanted.

"I wanted to have children, within the realm of education," Barry said at the forum, "but I'm not sure if I want to go to law school." And Adler said the economy was only one factor that led to their interest in elementary education.

And many students said they simply needed additional degrees to get the job they wanted.
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**A Dining Service Quiz**

For each question pick the answer that you think best completes the quiz:

1. How much more food does a student who lives off campus pay per meal than one who lives on campus at Figge's and in the Commons?
   - a. Three more meals a week
   - b. Two more meals a week
   - c. The same amount — it's a Dining Service trade secret.
   - d. Students aren't allowed to subscribe for more meals more cheaply at Dining Service?

2. **What America Needs: More**

We don't have enough sex — at least not enough sex for the right reasons. While we need love and sexual intimacy with individuals, I think our sex lives would be enhanced if we consumed more than one who lives off-campus at Spruce and 39th Streets?

- a. Because the administration wants to move students to move off-campus.
- b. Because the administration wants to move students to move off-campus to have more sex.
- c. Because the administration wants to move students to move off-campus to have more sex and save money.
- d. Because the administration wants to move students to move off-campus to have more sex and to prevent issues from being dealt with.

3. Sexual issues are a very real force.

- a. Because the administration wants to move students to move off-campus.
- b. Because they're mean.
- c. Because they'reSort of mean.
- d. Because the administration wants to move students to move off-campus.

4. **Knowing that audiences are interested in sex, programmers saturate the airwaves with sexual stimuli as long as they don't cross the imaginary "smut line."**

What kind of sex is being broadcast and where?

- a. That's what the "smut line" is.
- b. Only the kind that's not smut.
- c. Only the kind that's not smut, but it's not the kind that's not smut.
- d. Only the kind that's not smut, but it's not the kind that's not smut.

5. **To the Editor of The Graduate**

I would like to correct a number of inaccuracies in your recent editorial commenting complaints filed by the Young Coalition against the Daily Pennsylvanian. The Daily Pennsylvanian that appeared in September, 1991, the article by Mary Stein, My Topbacks

6. **What America Needs: More**

- a. That those that are underneath.
- b. That those that are underneath are more fortunate.
- c. That those that are underneath aren't.
- d. That those that are underneath are.

7. **What America Needs: More**

- a. That those that are underneath.
- b. That those that are underneath are more fortunate.
- c. That those that are underneath aren't.
- d. That those that are underneath are.

8. **What America Needs: More**

- a. That those that are underneath.
- b. That those that are underneath are more fortunate.
- c. That those that are underneath aren't.
- d. That those that are underneath are.

9. **What America Needs: More**

- a. That those that are underneath.
- b. That those that are underneath are more fortunate.
- c. That those that are underneath aren't.
- d. That those that are underneath are.

**Coalition members had told a Philadelphia Gay News reporter that I was unwilling to issue an editorial apology because as an Asian woman, I am worried about being labeled weak and submissive. Interesting theory, but completely off base and just plain wrong. Why they ever fabricated this lie and told it to a reporter, I'll never know.**
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Letters to the Editor

Israel Realpolitik
To the Editor:
When I first read John Bolton's Hal- 
away's editorial "Why Are We Sup-
porting Israel?" (DP9/27/91), I was
impressed. For a history major I was
amazed at the lack of knowledge about
the real history of the Middle East.
Bolton's time on the subject and his re-
spose during the course of the day.
I read the question posed was one worth answering so
that people could understand why
we are supporting Israel.
Bolton claims the United States's only interest in Israel "de-
creases primarily from Biblical an-
s". This is the most important
point.

The primary reason the U.S. has supported Israel since its birth in 1948 is a realpolitik reason: it occupies an extremely strategic lo-
ation in the Eastern Medi-
terranean. During the Gulf War, the U.S. battled Iraq, one of Israel's worst enemies. Israeli intelligence was vital in guiding American forces. This is the main reason they remained their allies for an Urgent strike for some years. We should respond to heat and detail information on the Iraq war. Also, any enemy's clash with Syria in 1982, it has a
strong U.S. with the only pos-

sible fighting against the new
nent Soviet weapons.
Beyond strategic reasons, the
U.S. supports Israel because it is
the region of the world.
There is no stronger division of
voting lines in the world. The govern-
ment is based on a coalition with
national elections.

The U.S. supports Israel for
manumission too. Like the
United States has had a strong
immigration. It has taken the first
step away from slavery. Zionism
has made a critical difference in
the United States to accept a
manumission. The United States
has a million Jews
from the Soviet Union. We do not
have a manumission. We need to
improve the situation. As a
manumission, the United States has
a mission to ensure the State of
Israel exists as a haven for
Soviet Jewish refuges. This
should be a repeat of the Holocaust.
This is a realpolitik reason.

To the Editor:
George Anastasios

Artworks Whantons

To the Editor:
In response to Curt Soloff's recent
article (DP 10/2/91), it is unfortu-
nate that his limited experience at
the University resulted in his
forming an inaccurate and unfair
view of his peers. A great number of
his peers are Wharton students, we
are in the same situation, and we are not just in our school of
specialty.

We appreciate that you may have
consideration for your column, but
let us please not reveal the con-
ductor's seat to us. We have some
degree of understanding and have
been here for some time.

To the Editor:
Hatem Hackney

Seniors are Invited to Attend a Recruiting Presentation by:

Gleacher & Co., Inc.

Speaker: James Goodwin, Managing Director

Wednesday, October 9, at 5:00 PM
Steinberg Hall, Room 215

Background:
- Investment banking boutique advising major companies around the world regarding significant transactions and selectively investing in transactions as principal.
- Formed unique global partnership with Deutsche Bank (Germany) and Morgan Grenfell (U.K.) in 1990 to strengthen international network.

If you don't like it here, then get out. Hey, we'll personally drive you to the airport if you promise to listen for good. No jet, just your bike and lock is the way. Go back to Massachusetts and have a cup of free beer and some cornichons for which you can't sit on.

To quote one of your columns from last year, "Shut up, shut up, shut up.

JONATHAN BLUM
College '92

MICHAEH ELEPHANT
College '92

SHUSTER TELEVISION
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WASHINGTON -- The Senate yesterday voted against a motion that would have allowed a group of Senate leaders to conduct a confidential vote on whether Supreme Court nominee Clarence Thomas sexually harassed a university professor I want to focus on the allegations by Anita Hill. It's a very serious matter. The Senate should consider the conduct of Thomas.

"It seems to me a person shouldn't have to violate the law in order for his character to be called into question," she told reporters in the Senate lobby. "I want to focus on the allegations by Anita Hill. It's a very serious matter. The Senate should consider the conduct of Thomas.

WASHINGTON -- If what could be another sign of division in the Senate yesterday forced an American engineer imprisoned for five years ago to be freed, then it was a victory for the Carter administration.

José Patits, 54, was said by officials in New Jersey to have been freed by the United States government and to have been heading for the United States on a range of issues once reaching agreement. Iran freed imprisoned American engineer.

NEWARK, N.J. - A family's life-and-death battle against the tobacco industry brought to the United States Supreme Court the question of whether package warnings protect cigarette makers from lawsuits over the effects of smoking. The warnings, which made the surgeon general's household name, have for years shielded tobacco companies against big-money lawsuits seeking damages for diseases and deaths attributed to smoking. That could change, depending on how the nation's highest court rules in the case to be heard today. The warnings protect cigarette makers from lawsuits over the effects of smoking.

Washington, D.C. -- The Senate yesterday yesterday freed an American engineer imprisoned for five years ago to be freed, then it was a victory for the Carter administration.

If a man ever thought that what's new in Taiwan could be as least an IBM Personal System/2, he's in for a surprise. The latest IBM Personal System/2 is running on a fast x86-based processor, Windows NT, and can be used to run applications that were originally designed for IBM. For example, a user of the Personal System/2 can now run Microsoft Word, Excel, and other applications on a single machine.

"After I plugged it in, everything clicked for me."

Sitting will be in Houston Hall during the weeks of October 7th, 14th, and 21st. You must call and make an appointment for your portrait sitting.
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Discover A Career
In Management Consulting With
Price Waterhouse

Graduation is approaching. You’re caught up in the excitement of embarking on a promising and challenging career. You want to succeed in the competitive environment of the nineties and beyond.

Price Waterhouse provides you the opportunity to excel in the decades ahead. Our Management Consulting Services (MCS) offers a dynamic atmosphere for gaining practical business experience and technical knowledge.

As a new MCS Information Technology consultant, you will participate in an extensive training program, combining self-study with hands-on experience. We help develop your skills so that you may continue our tradition of providing the highest quality information technology services to clients from Boston to Bangkok.

If you are among the best and the brightest in an analytical major (MIS, Computer Science, Engineering, Math, etc.), we invite you to come meet with us and learn why you should consider joining Price Waterhouse.

Look to a bright new future with MCS and discover what the nineties hold for you.

Price Waterhouse

An Equal Opportunity Employer
**FOR RENT**

- **2 BEDROOM APARTMENT**, Cedar and Hazel. Rent $550 in-dose to Penn, PCPS $650
- **4015 WALNUT STREET**
  - Telephone lines are open Monday through Friday, holidays. Payment by credit card is required.
  - **TELECOMMUNICATIONS** - We are the largest locally owned firm, and
    - golf course, marina, indoor pool, clubhouse, luxury senior citizen and
      - our portfolio of 3,500 apts in Phila and suburbs. Amenities include

- **TV TONIGHT**

- **FOR RENT**
  - **ONE MONTH FREE RENT**
    - Chestnut to Baltimore
    - from $435
    - CALL EV 2-2986 or 387-1845

- **CAMPUS APARTMENTS**
  - **Apts. & Houses For Rent**
    - Tel: 382-1300

- **FOR RENT**
  - **4015 WALNUT STREET**
    - Telephone lines are open Monday through Friday, holidays. Payment by credit card is required.
    - **TELECOMMUNICATIONS** - We are the largest locally owned firm, and
      - golf course, marina, indoor pool, clubhouse, luxury senior citizen and
        - our portfolio of 3,500 apts in Phila and suburbs. Amenities include

- **WORK/STUDY JOBS**
  - Requires excellent written and oral
    - communication skills and attention to detail. IBM requires a
      - experience a must.
DIVISION OF ONCOLOGY RESEARCH SEEKING TWO VETERAN STUDIES FOR GENERAL LABORATORIES DUTIES. PLEASE CONTACT VANCE BAKANARAKUS at 898-0076.

Math, Science, and Health-related matters.

GIVE SOMETHING BACK

Be a Pennline Science Mentor!

• Make a difference in children's lives as a volunteer math/physics/stem mentor in early childhood centers.
• Volunteer one hour a week for hands-on activities.
• Work with teachers in teams of two.

Transportation and mentoring costs reimbursed.

Pennline Community Service requirements.

The Up Pennline Science Mentor Program is sponsored by the National Science Foundation, FTI, 3319ii 33rd Street, Phila. PA 19104.

Sign up now for Fall Semester, 1991 Teams!

For information, call Sarah Price, (215) 898-1111.
Mental errors result in loss for Lightweights

BY MARK ROBMAN

"We didn't play badly, but we just didn't have our heads in it." Bill Wagner
Penn lightweight football coach

Meanwhile, the Penn offense did what it could. Although they were able to move the ball, the Quakers were unable to score. Even after mounting decent drives, key mental errors such as penalties and fumbles prevented the Penn offense from putting points on the board.

"Our offense just quelled between the twenty-yard line," Wagner said. "There were sure key offensive handing which really damaged the offense's hopes."

It was not until there were only four minutes left in the game that the Penn offense found the end zone. But the way to the touchdown was riddled with errors. The offense had a chance to score with a pass to senior tight end Chris Bataliski. But instead of throwing the ball to the end zone, the Quakers went for the short yardage. The ball was intercepted, and the Quakers had to turn over possession to Cornell.

Kim and Mos no loss

SPLIT, from page 14
our second match of the tournament against Rutgers, Winning 3-4 overall, Penn's doubles teams were instrumental in the outcome. Both doubles teams won, giving the Penn men's and women's doubles teams a chance at competing for the conference doubles title. As a result, an agreement was made where the first team to win five matches would be the winner. The three doubles matches and number-six singles played.

Although all three Penn doubles teams won, both the number-one and number-two matches went to number-six singles won. Junior Mariae Explains why the Quakers' semester finish the had already won her singles match. The Quakers never came back and the second set of the game.

RUGS

All styles, patterns, and colors

NEW & USED

-Remnants - Wall-to-Wall

- RUG CLEANING -

- Oriental patterns - art rugs

Closing down of accounts

- New & Used

This space provided as a public service

Where can Morgan's Operations Management Program lead you?

As JP Morgan, career paths within Operations Management offer diverse challenges for the innovative professional. As an Operations professional, you could be asked to develop a matching strategy, implement a quality control program, design a new production process, or manage a group of natural resources. That's why we looked for graduates who not only are experienced in handling large projects, but also the potential to manage the people and events that give us competitive edge in world-class organizations.

And we begin to develop that potential by providing a core training program. Our Operations Training Program teaches the skills that will allow you to contribute quickly to Morgan's productivity and reputation for our clients. And you'll have an immersive, four-week seminar designed to develop skills specifically related to your assignment.

This kind of commitment to helping you develop your management skills during your career at Morgan is just one example of how Morgan differs from other management programs.

Contact Morgan today to learn more about this exciting opportunity.
The first thing a headhunter sees is your hair.

You've spent years sitting through boring lectures. Months finishing with your resume. Weeks rehearsing spontaneous answers to interview questions.

And then what happens? The giants of corporate America arrive on campus and you walk into the interviews looking like you just pulled an all-nighter.

It's interview season. Time to call Michael's Custom Cuts and professionalize your hair.

Because if you have a good head on your shoulders, all you need is some good hair on your head.

Michael’s Custom Cuts
4002 Spruce Street • 387-6803

GRANT THORNTON ASSOCIATE MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS

OUR REQUIREMENTS

- Undergraduate major in Decision Science, Computer Science, Systems Engineering, Accounting, Finance or Related Major
- Common Sense
- Detailed Orientation
- Self-Motivated

YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES

- Exploring, evaluating and recommending new hardware and software applications
- Designing, developing and implementing microcomputer/LAN software applications
- Providing technical and financial consulting for various assignments
- Working with entrepreneurial and international clients
- Performing projects directly for owners and top management

WE OFFER

- Long term career potential
- Diversity of assignments
- Exposure to wide range of industries
- International travel opportunities
- Ability to make immediate contribution
- “Hands-on” consulting
- Commitment to your professional development

OCTOBER 10, 1991
VANCE HALL • ROOM B6
5:00 P.M.
**Sports**

M X-C mauls Tigers

**By STEPHEN KARAS**
Senior Photographer Sports
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victory from Sujein Kim and Leeanne Mos (0-0, 6-1, 6-1). Third-year
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...We will be coming into [the Princeton match] really confident. We'll be ready to jump all over them and kick their butts.
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